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The kinetic equations for reciprocal temperatures of the Zeeman and dipole-dipole reservoirs are obtained 
by solving the Liouville equation to within terms of third order in the interaction with an alternating 
magnetic field. It is shown that in an alternating magnetic field whose amplitude is much less than the 
local magnetic field the results obtained are identical with those given by the Provotorov theory [Zh. Eksp. 
Teor. Fiz. 41,1582 (1961), 42,882 (1962) [Sov. Phys.-JETP 14,1126 (1962),15,611 (1962)] etc.I, whereas 
in the case of a strong alternating field they are identical with the results of the Redfield theory [Phys. 
Rev. 98, 1787 (1955)]. The phenomenon of second harmonic generation in a paramagnetic crystal is 
considered theoretically allowing for the dipole-dipole interaction temperature. 

PACS numbers: 75.20.-g 

The dyanmic behavior of the electron and nuclear 
spin systems in a solid subjected to an alternating mag
netic field is being described successfully in the current 
literature on the basis of the two-temperature Provo
torov theory. [1-3l The kinetic equations for the recip
rocal temperatures of the Zeeman and dipole-dipole 
reservoirs are derived in[l,2l using a form of the den
sity matrix found by solving the Liouville equation to 
within terms of second order in the operator :1& t de
scribing the interaction of the spin system with the al
ternating magnetic field. Therefore, the Provotorov 
theory is applicable when an alternating magnetic field 
H1 is much less than the amplitude of the local mag
netic field HL • The problem of saturation of paramag
netic resonance by a strong electromagnetic field 
(H1~HL) was solved by Redfield[4l using the represen
tation of a single spin temperature in a rotating coordi
nate system. It is known[Sl that the transition to a ro
tating coordinate system is equivalent to the retention 
of all the terms in the expansion of the density matrix 
in terms of the operator :M t. 

In the first section of the present paper we shall de
rive the kinetic equations for the reCiprocal tempera
tures including terms of the fourth order in the opera
tor Q'Gt and applying the Kubo-Tomita method[Sl in 
which the form of the function is determined using the 
first three terms in a power-series expansion. The 
equations obtained and their steady-state solutions ap
ply for any relationship between alternating and local 
magnetic fields. If H1 «H L, the results agree with 
those of the Provotorov theory[1-3l whereas in the 
H1~HL case, they agree with the Redfield results. [4l 

In the succeeding sections we shall discuss the prob
lem of second harmonic generation in paramagnetic 
crystals. This phenomenon is considered in[S,7-9l but 
a consistent allowance is not made for the role of the 
temperature of the dipOle-dipole interactions. 

1. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR RECIPROCAL 
TEMPERATURES 

We shall consider a paramagnetic crystal subjected 
to a static magnetic field Ho parallel to the z axis. An 
alternating magnetic field H1 of frequency w is applied 
at an angle fJ relative to the static field. The denSity 
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matrix of this system satisfies the equation 

a 1 TtP (t) = i/l[Z+d6/+d6:+L+d6,+G, p(t)], (1) 

where Z is the Zeeman energy of the spin system in the 
static field: 

Z=-yIiHoI,=IiWoI" (2) 

)'6~ and:1&: are the secular and nonsecular parts of the 
dipole-dipole interaction, respectively; L is the Hamil
tonian of the lattice; G is the Hamiltonian of the spin
lattice interaction; :1&t is the Hamiltonian of the inter
action of the spin system with the alternating magnetic 
field: 

(3) 

where Hlx =H1 sinfJ, Hlz =H1 cosfJ. 

If we represent the total Hamiltonian of the system as 
a sum of two operators 

(4) 

and then use the interaction representation, we find the 
solution of Eq. (1) in the form 

p (t) =p;(t) +p, (t) +p,(t) + ... +pn(t), (5) 

where 

17,+," (Tn) = exp {~:1&oTn} (d6:+G+d6,+,,)exp{ - ~d6oTn}' (7) 

po(t)=exp{-~d6o(t-t') }p(t')exP{+d6o(t-t')}. (8) 

It should be noted that Po(t) describes such a state of a 
paramagnetic sample in which it undergoes a transition 
from a state with a density matrix p(t') in a time t - t' 
on condition that the total Hamiltonian of the sample is 
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~o. It is known[1-31 that as a result of evolution in a 
time of the order of the spin-spin relaxation time T2 a 
system of paramagnetic particles described by the 
Hamiltonian Xo reaches a quasiequilibrium state with 
two different temperatures differing from the lattice 
temperature. Therefore, when t - t'~T2' the high-tem
perature approximation gives 

exp {a; (t) Z+~ (t) X.o_ LlkT} 
po (t) = -;;;-----';-77-;:;-:-':-;-::-::-::-:--::-::c-::::::

Tr exp{a;(t)Z+~(t)X.'-LlkT} 

- (1 (t)Z (t)X 0) exp{-LlkT} 
- -a; -~ • (21+1)N Tr exp{-LlkT} , (9) 

where N is the total number of paramagnetic particles 
in a sample; a(t) and J3(t) are the reciprocal tempera
tures of the Zeeman and dipole-dipole reservoirs, re
spectively; T is the lattice temperature (assumed to be 
constant); and k is the Boltzmann constant. If t -t'~T2' 
the lower limit of integration in Eq. (6) can be extended 
to _ 00. [2,10) 

The kinetic equations for the reciprocal temperatures 
are obtained from 

Tr Z ~p(t) = ~ Tr Z[J'Gd'+G+d6" p(t)], 
ot !n 
a 1 

Tr ded ' -pet) = - Tr J'G/[d6/+G+d6" p(t)]. 
iJt ih 

(10) 

(11) 

This is done by substituting in Eqs. (10) and (11) the 
values of p(t) calculated from Eq. (5) to within the third 
approximation. 

We shall first write the term which is quadratic in 
the operator 34 t and which appears on the right-hand
side of Eq. (10) after the substitution of Pi (t): 

Ol 'h'Ol ' ( Ol -Ol ) Joo = __ , __ 0 a;_~_o_ TrI,L(-r)exp[-i(Olo-Ol),]d" 
2 Olo_o 

(12) 

Tor (,) = expo {-i;-Xo'r} I~ exp { - -k- deo , }=. exp (±iOl,t)I± (,:), I (13) 

1=(,)= exp {-j;-Xh }I± exp {- ~J'Gh}. 

We shall now calculate the trace on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (12): 

Tr r,L(,)=TrI+L(1-'/"'cro')-,,,TrI+Lexp {-'/,,'cro'}, (14) 

where 0'0 = Tr[I., ~ ~ ][~~, 1Jln 2 Tr 1.1_ is the second 
moment of the absorption curve in a weak rf field. [s) 
In the calculation of Eq. (14) we shall use the Kubo
Tomita methodes) in which an exponential operator 
exp{± i~~ 71n} is expanded as a power series retaining 
terms up to the second degree of - n-"«~~n7". 
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After calculation of the spur, the terms of the series 
are regarded as an expansion of some exponential func
tion in powers of - n-" «~ ~ )") 7" and the form of this 
function is reconstructed from the first three terms of 
the series with n =0, 1, 2. 

Forestalling the later parts of the paper, we shall 
mention that the terms quadratic in respect of the oper
ators G and :1& ~ appear on the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(10) and (11) as a result of substitution of the first ap
proximation from Eq. (5) and they describe the spin
lattice relaxation of the Zeeman and secular dipole
dipole subsystems and also the thermal mixing of these 
subsystems under the influence of the nonsecular part 
of the dipole-dipole interaction [see Eq. (23)]. Thus, 
substituting in Eqs. (10) and (11) only the first two 
terms Po(t) + P1 (t) from Eq. (5), we obtain the kinetic 
equations of Provotorov for the reciprocal temperatures 
in the laboratory coordinate system. [1,2) 

As a result of substitution of P3(t) in Eq. (10), the 
right-hand side of this equation acquires a term of the 
fourth degree in :1&t, which-after a change in the order 
of integration with respect to 71, 72, and 73-becomes 

o 0 0 

2'i cos Olt'Ol,'hOlo S d" J d" J dT, eos Ol (t+" )eos Ol (t+r,)cos Ol (t+,,) 
lJ T: 

X{Ol,' Tr I,[T.( T,), [T.( ,,), IT.( T,), Po (t) III + (,H,,) 2 Tr l.IT.( T,), poet) l}. 

(15) 

We shall discuss a typical term in Eq. (15): 

o 0 0 

S dT, J dT, S dT,l +IL (,,), IT + (T,), [L (,,), Po (t) lllexp[iOl (t+,,-,,+,,) ]. 

Expanding the operators I.(7) as the Fourier inte
grals[l,S) 

(16) 

(17) 

and using the results in[l,S), we shall represent Eq. (16) 
in the form 

o 0 0 

2e i .' S d" S d" J d" Tr 1+ [L (T,), po (t) 1 

xexp[ -i" (Ol,-Ol) ]exp[ -iT, (Ol,-Ol) ]exp[iOl,,]. (18) 

It follows from Eqs. (12) and (14) that Tr 1+ [J - (73), Po] 
is large in the range 73 :S 0'0, so that near resonance, 
i. e., when I Wo - wl:S 0'0, satisfactory approximation is 
obtained if Eq. (18) is replaced with 

o 

e i .' J dT, Tr .I +[L (,,), po (t) h,' exp (jOlT,). (19) 

All the terms in Eq. (15) can then be calculated simi
larly. We shall group on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) 
the slowly varying terms obtained after the substitution 
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of the first and third approximations: 

(20) 

where a~m is given by Eq. (5.12) in[Sl. The terms in 
the braces in Eq. (20) should be regarded as the first 
terms of the expansion of an exponential function in 
powers of If-n «1&/ + 1&~)n) Tn. Representing the inte
grand in Eq. (20) as an exponential function of T and 
using Eq. (14), we find that integration gives 

( 2n ) 'f, { c.' } 
X -2--2 exp • 2 2 ' 

ao +"" 2 (ao +"" ) 

where 

",,' 1: Oom:'.. 
c.=""-'" + ----

2("'0+"') m",o 
m=±I,±2 

(21) 

(22) 

Neglecting in Eq. (21) the small (compared with unity) 
terms a~m/m2w~ and w~(wo + W)-2, we obtain the final form 
of the kinetic equations for the reciprocal temperatures: 

da ( c. ) a-a, l -d = - a--p~ "",,'g(c.)-(a-p)W ---, 
I "" T z 

dp' c. , "'oc. "'0' p-po 
-= (a--p~)""'1 -.g(c.)+(a-p)W-, ---, 
dt (00 (IlL (lh Td 

(23) 

where 

g(tl.) is a Gaussian curve of half-width (a~ + WV1/2: 

g(c.) 1 { , exp 
[2n (ao"+",.") ]1. 

c.. } 
2 (00'+",,2) , 

W is the rate of thermal mixing of the Zeeman and secu
lar dipole-dipole subsystems which is governed by the 
nonsecular part of the dipole-dipole interactionCl ,21: 

(24) 

T. and Ta are the spin-lattice relaxation times of the 
Zeeman and dipole-dipole reservoirs, respectively[l,21: 

1 1 ~ 

-y; = h2 Tr If Tr exp{-L/kT} f dT Tr[I" G][G(T),I,e-LIkT ], (25) 
° 

;. = Ii' Tr(d6'.') 2 T~exp{-L/kT} fd1: Tr[d6'.',G][G(T),d6'ie- LfhT ].(26) 

It is known from the general theory of nonequilibrium 
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processes[ll,121 that the quasiequilibrium density matrix 
Pa(t) in the form given by Eq. (9) can be used to de
scribe a nonequilibrium state if we assume that Cl(t) 
and (3(t) vary slowly with time. Therefore, Eq. (23) is 
simplified by dropping the rapidly oscillating terms 
proportional to exp(± iwt), exp(± 2iwt), etc. 

The steady-state solution of the system (23) for W = 0 
is of the form 

(27) 

(28) 

If w~« w~, i. e., when the Provotorov theory is valid, 
the system (23) reduces to the Provotorov equations in 
the laboratory system of coordinates[l,21 and the steady
state solutions of these equations become identical with 
Eqs. (27) and (28). The formulas (23), (27), and (28) 
are valid in the range of frequencies near resonance: 
I Wo - wl;$ ao. Calculations show that when these for
mulas are used far from resonance (I Wo - w I - wo), the 
parameter ~ =a~/(a~+wV in these formulas should be 
replaced by unity and the half-width of the Gaussian 
curve g(A) should be taken as equal to ao. This is due 
to the fact that the terms - T2 originating from Eq. (18) 

disappear from the integrand in Eq. (20). 

2. MACROSCOPIC MAGNETIZATION OF A SAMPLE 

We shall calculate the average value of the x compo
nent of the magnetization of a sample using 

(M.>=Tr p(I)Mx, (29) 

where we shall substitute the value of p(t) calculated to 
the fourth approximation P4(t). Applying the results of 
of[91, we shall express the part of (Mx) oscillating at a 
frequency w in the form 

<Mx>W = ~ 1h2""",0 Tr 1+1- {ng(.c\) (a-p~~) sin ",I 
2· "'. 

+ [ !o ~ +ng' (C.) (a-p :0 ~) ] cos "'t}, (30) 

where g' (A) is defined by 

( n ) 'f, ( iC. ) 
g'(c.)= -i"2 g(c.)<D [2 (ao'+"',') ]''' ' (31) 

and 4>(x) is the error function. Substituting in Eq. (30) 
the steady-state values Clst and (3st> we obtain the follow
ing expressions for the absorption and dispersion sig
nals: 

v (32) 

M g' (.c\) +""g(c.) T.~M"'L' 
u=n"" '1+n",.'g(tl.) (Tz+T.~c.2/"'L') 

(33) 

where Mo = X.oHo is the equilibrium magnetization of a 
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sample at the lattice temperature. CI0] In a strong rf 
. field, when 

nw,'g(Ll)Tz, nw,'g(Ll)T,>t, (34) 

bearing in mind that (T~ = 3wi, we obtain 

J.t!o Wt 2+002 

V = w t 3Td .1:!+T Z\cro~+wl~)/3Td ' (35) 

u=;lfow, Ll 
Ll'+Tz (00'+w,')/3Td 

(36) 

We can easily show that if O"~» wL the formulas (32), 
(33), (35), and (36) become identical with the results of 
the Provotorov theoryCl.2] and when the spin-lattice re
laxation times are related by T z = 3Td which is frequently 
true of solids at low temperatures (see Chap. III inc2 l), 
the formulas (35) and (36) become identical with the 
Redfield resultsC4 ] valid in the w~ ~ (T~ case. 

Equation (29) includes also terms oscillating at the 
doubled frequency: 

<;If,)'" = ; y'h'H"w, :0 {( a-~ :, L) [g(..\)sin 2wt+g' (..\)C05 2",t] 

- ( a-p w::W) [/(000-200) sin 2wt+j'(wo-2w)cos 2wt] }, (37) 

where f(wo - 2w) is a Gaussian curve of half-width 0"0: 

1 {(wo-2w)' } 
l(wo-2w)=-(? ). exp ? ' ' 

_:1 00 _au 

( " )" ( W o-2W) j' (000-200) =-i -::;- 1(000-200) <D i ~?~.- . 
_ _ Ov 

(38) 

(39) 

The second harmonic Mx of the magnetization compo
nent has a resonance at W'" Wo and W'" i woo 

We shall use Eq. (29) to calculate the z component of 
the magnetization, which shows that the second har
monic of the longitudinal magnetization component res
onates at W'" wo: 

01,)'" = - +-yli'w,'~ Tr 1+ IJ ng(j,) (a-~~~ sin2wt 
.... Wo+W \ , Wo 

+ [:0 L bg' (Ll) (a- p :, L)] cos Zoot}. (40) 

If O"~ = 3wi and T z = 3Td , in the case of a strong field (34), 
(34), the formula (40) is identical with the correspond
ing expression incsl, where the quantity f.;o.1z>2w is cal
culated by a semiclassical method. 

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION POWER AT 
DOUBLED FREQUENCY 

We shall compare the results obtained with those 
given inC7l where a study was made of the intensity and 
phase of electromagnetic radiation at doubled frequency 
in ruby and diphenyl picryl hydrazyl (DPPH) with dif-
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ferent concentrations of paramagnetic atoms. Under 
the experimental conditions ofC7] the radiation power at 
the frequency 2w is proportional to 

[<;If.)'" sin 8+<MY" cos 8]', 

Then, in the frequency range close to W'" i wo, we find 
the radiation power 

(000-200 )'+00' 
x , cos' (2WtT,!,) , 

00 
(41) 

where the phase angle f{J is given by the expression 

1(000-200) 00 
tgq;=- ""---, r (000-200) 000- 200 

(42) 

Here, we have used the representation in the form of 
the error function series <I> (x) ::::: 2x/JiT in the range of 
small x. 

Near the frequency w::::: wo, we obtain 

p'" _[ aoH,'sin'8cos8g(Ll) ]' 
"~". 1+nw,'g(..\) (Tz+TdL~'/WL') 

X[1 + ( /), " 2~T"'i.w.'lWL' )']COS'(2wt+q>,), 
(00'+00,') " 

(43) 

where 

tg q;, 
g(Ll) 

(44) 

In weak fields, i. e., when w~ Tzwi« 1, we have 

tg q;,=-ool (000-00), (45) 

whereas in strong fields, i. e., when the condition (34) 
is satisfied, 

1 ( 00' ) t =-~ ~~+1 
gq;, 2..\3T, 00,' . (46) 

For ag = 3wi and Tz = 3Td , Eq. (46) is identical with the 
corresponding expression inCS ] with the exception of the 
factor 2 in the denominator. (The absence of the fac
tor 2 in the formula for f{J1 inCS ] is due to the fact that 
the component f.;o.1)2w is ignored inCSJ .) It is clear from 
Eqs. (42) and (45) that the nature of the dependence of 
the phase angle on w in the absence of saturation is the 
same: the phase angle increases with increasing w. 
In the case of saturation at frequencies W'" wo, the 
phase angle increases with decreasing w, as found ex
perimentally. C7J Moreover, under rf saturation condi
tions the phase angle f{J1 depends on the alternating mag
netic field intensity HI and this dependence differs from 
that used in[7] to explain the experimental results. 

The dependence of the second harmonic signal on the 
frequency of the alternating magnetic field w is given 
by Eqs. (41) and (43). In the absence of saturation, 
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the signal is a bell-shaped curve and in the presence 
of saturation there is a dip at the line center (at W:::: wo), 
the depth of the dip depending on the field amplitude H 1 • 

This is exactly the shape of the second harmonic signal 
which was observed int7l • 

There were three factors int7l which were ignored in 
our discussion and which could give rise to some dis
crepancies between the theory and experiment: 1) the 
field Hl was applied in the form of pulses and, there
fore, was not strictly speaking monochromatic; 2) we 
ignored the exchange interaction whose magnitude, for 
certain concentrations of the paramagnetic atoms, 
could be comparable with or even greater than the mag
nitude of the dipole-dipole interaction; 3) we ignored 
the inhomogeneous line broadening. 

In conclusion, we shall point out that the functions 
g(.6.) and g'(.6.), as well as the functions f(wo - 2w) and 
f'(wo - 2w), satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relationships[lO] 
only approximately and only in the frequency range de
fined by 1.6.1 «u5+WV1/2 and Iwo-2wl<uo' This is due 
to the fact that the nature of these functions was recon
structed from the first three terms of their expansion 
as a power series in the operator VI' One may expect 
that the retention of the higher terms in the expansion 
(5) will make it possible to describe higher-order non
linear effects and to find more accurately the line pro
files of the first and second harmonics by analogy with 
the refinement of the linear response profile obtained by 
inclusion of terms with higher powers of the dipole-di
pole interaction operator. [13] 
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The results are given of an investigation of the domain structure of ! III J single-crystal iron garnet plates 
with a natural tetraxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The domain structure was investigated with the aid 
of the Faraday effect. It was found that the structure was composed of three systems of through stripe 
domains oriented mainly along the <112) axis and forming a macrodomain structure. Several special 
features were observed in the behavior of this domain structure in a magnetic field, which was directed at 
right-angles or parallel to the plate. In particular, macrodomains without an internal substructure were 
observed during lI.J.agnetization. The cause of the existence of an unusual hysteresis loop was established. 
Conditions were found under which the observed pattern became colored (the domains with different 
magnetization orientations had different "colors"). This effect was used in the identification of magnetic 
phases. A model of a complex domain structure was developed: it consisted of stripe domains with 71° 
walls and rhomboidal macrodomains with 109° walls, and the magnetization vectors of the domains were 
oriented along the < 111) axes. The model described satisfactorily the magnetic-field-induced changes in 
the domain structure. The theoretically calculated relationships between the parameters of the 
macrodomain structure and stripe substructure were in agreement with the experimental results. 

PACS numbers: 75.60.Fk, 75.50.Bb 

New practical applications of magnetic domains de
mand a better understanding of the domain structure of 
ferromagnets and ferrimagnets (ferrites). The domain 
structure of magnetically uniaxial materials has been 
investigated in detail both theoretically and experi-

mentally, but much less work has been done on multi
axial crystals because of the greater variety of domain 
configurations which can occur in them. This applies 
particularly to the domain structure of magnetically 
multiaxial crystals with external surfaces which do not 
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